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Introduction to the Eureka Project

Eureka is the word celebrating the discovery of the first diamond in South Africa. The Eureka! Project

is  an  interdisciplinary  collaboration between  Allen  and  Rose.  The  project  has  its  origins  in  a

collaboration between the Departments of Fine Arts and Community Health at the University of the

Free  State  (UFS),  Bloemfontein  (South  Africa)  Allen  is  a  fine  artist,  senior  lecturer  and  image

philosopher at the UFS. Rose is a public health physician and a conceptual photographer who was a

senior lecturer affiliated to the Department of Community Health at UFS, but now currently resides in

Maryland, United States. In the spirit of the term Eureka, the work proposed for the exhibition allude

to a discovery of the  psycho-socio-economic concerns relevant to the South African diamond mining

industry, with a special emphasis on artisanal diamond miners, previously called "illegal" miners or

zama-zamas (isiZ.)  of  Kimberley City,  South Africa.  Kimberley is  situated in the Northern Cape

Province,  which was the first South African region where diamonds were extracted diamonds for

commercial purposes. Rose also grew up in Kimberley and worked as a physician there. (see CVs)

The works presented in this document  (as well  as works in progress)  explore conceptualisations

travelling between the disciplines of Fine Arts and Public Health. Some of the artworks have been

presented 2017 at the International Conference of World Heath alongside a narrative essay disclosing

the project's findings and flow. The travelling concepts explored are tied to the social determinants of

illegal and/ or unregulated mining,  which include the influence the overarching organised mining

sector  has  on  the  communities  involved.  The  World  Health  Organization  defines  the  social

determinants  of  societal  health  as  the  conditions  in  which  humans  live  and  work.  People's

circumstances are influenced by the distribution of money, power and resources at local and global

levels.  Social  conditions  most  often  determines  inequity  and  the  avoidable  and  unavoidable

differences in societies.1  The work aims to contribute to a global understanding of toxic mechanisms

in mining industries, and the role that diamond mining companies had in the region then and now.

Conceptually, the social fabric of the Northern Cape community (especially, in and around Kimberley

city) is prospected. The psycho-socio-economic conditions are represented through the depiction of

the history of mining in the relationship to the contemporary extractive processes used by artisanal

diamond  miners,  for  example  the  use  of  sifting  machines  (babies)  that  were  developed  in  the

1  https://www.who.int/social_determinants/sdh_definition/en/
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nineteenth century. The artists' imaginary also delves into the environmental impact and the effects

and affects thereof (the lack of water in the midst of aridity and drought, pollution. and the destruction

of indigenous trees and infrastructure) of mining in the Northern Cape and thus the relations between

the stakeholders and the natural environment. The lives of artisanal miners are not only mirrored in

the extractive mining processes, but also in the demography of the mining environments or tailing

dumps  situated  in  and  around  Kimberley  City.  Accompanying  societal  tensions  are  highlighted

through  the  mediums  of  painting,  drawing,  animation,  conceptual  photography,  installation  and

performance art. The artists have a travelling exhibition in mind.

Background on the Eureka Project

Mining lies at the heart of the genesis of the South African economy. The discovery of diamonds in

the  rich  Kimberlite  soil  ushered  in  a  historic  era  of  prosperity  for  a  minority  of  people.  The

monopolisation and colonisation of the industry saw the shift of power and economic wealth into the

hands  of  an  elite  minority.  Structural  violence  is  a  concept  that  seeks  to  understand how social

structures systematically causes harm to individuals or communities. In this context, violence may be

viewed as any social construct that detrimentally affects a community. The occupational environment

that resulted because of the mining industry became a construct that enforced social changes that

impacted on the well-being of the worker and their community. 

South Africa is one of the most inequitable societies in the world. It has the widest Gini coefficient

globally, which is an economic measure of the gap between the rich and poor in a community. The

very wide gap and amplifies social distance between humans. Poverty and unemployment are the key

drivers for this  social  disequilibrium. There has been an alarming rise in illegal  mining in South

Africa and it  is  driven by existing and deepening dire socio-economic circumstances.  The social

illnesses relating to such an economy are one of a myriad of complex interlacing factors that have

spawned and nurtured the illegal mining industry in South Africa. Although some but not all artisanal

miners  in  the  Northern  Cape  have  acquired  very  basic  mining  rights,  the  possession  of  uncut/

unpolished diamonds are still illegal in South Africa unless an appropriate dealer’s license is obtained

at  great  costs.  Similarly,  prospectors  require  appropriate  authorisation  to  mine  legally.  Mining

monopolies  have  claimed  exclusive  mining  rights  to  the  tailings  of  previously  mined  areas  in

Kimberley City.  This bring these two parties (the  mining companies  and the illegal  miners)  into

conflict with each other as they dispute their mining rights. An ideological debate between capitalists’

ownership and the right of people at grassroots to sustain themselves from the land ensues. Mining is

an extractive process that strips the earth of its riches. In this exhibition we draw parallels between

historic  and  contemporary  mining  processes  and  how these  processes  mirror  different  forms  of

exploitation. Rose and Allen explore how post-human conditions are detectable in both high and low-
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tech spaces pertaining to mining, and thus how humanity struggles with forces created by human

prowess,  but  have  become  uncontainable  and  toxic.  The  exhibition  propositions  a  parallel

understanding of the extractive process of human capital. It suggests a counterpoint for delving into

the exploitation of the humanity of people in the context of a capitalistic and 'glocal' society. 

Janine Allen (Bio and Artist statement)

Janine Allen (The Brusher) is an artist, lecturer and image philosopher at the University of the Free

State in Bloemfontein, South Africa. She received recognition for her PhD project, consisting of an

exhibition and a thesis focusing on visionary art and playing entitled  The visionary brusher game:

interactive  playing  with  pigment  and  material  enlightenment. She  is  a  laureate  of  the

Unesco/Aschberg Residencies for Artists program (Sacatar Foundation, Brazil, 2002), has received an

award at the 2010 Spier Contemporary Biennale (Cape Town), has received the 2016 ABSA Fine Arts

Award for the exhibition, The Visionary Brusher Game at the Vrystaat International Arts Festival, and

was awarded an  Ampersand Foundation Art  Residency (New York).  She  has  also  recently  been

awarded a UFS Chancillor's Distinguished Alumni Award in the Cum Laude category.

Janine Allen (aka The brusher)  makes art  which unfold in the realms of serious play (Lat.  serio

ludere). She conceives her work by making art play decks often consisting of intermedia art, painting,

drawing,  conceptual  art,  conceptual  photography,  animation,  installation  and  performance.  She

develops imaginative concepts  in  unforeseen ways which curtails  toxic  ideologies  and dangerous

systems which she conceptualizes through the overarching play act of "brushing against the grain".

Her  art  is  informed  by  interdisciplinary  studies,  media  studies,  environmental  studies,  social

philosophy, alchemy and image philosophy.

André Rose (Bio and Artist statement)

André Rose is a public health activist-physician, but also an artist. He is a professional photographer

and wordsmith whose art and poetry give voice to social issues as it unfolds in the South Africa and

abroad. As a public health activist, his main concern is inequity in contemporary societies. Rose has

participated in The New Signatures Competitions and has won an award at the Phatsoane & Henney

New Breed Art Competion and Eureka's work is presented in the  Art Bank of South Africa. He is

currently practising as a specialist societal health researcher and post-doctoral fellow at the Cancer

Institute in Maryland, United States.

Rose's photography is informed by his career as a public health specialist. He is especially interested

in how urban and rural spaces are organised and how such organisation influences the lives of people.

The underbelly of society and marginalised citizens at  the fringe of society captures his research
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interest and imagination. He sees cities and rural landscapes as environments that comment as much

on  the  trajectories  of  human  life  and  communities  as  on  the  ecological  conditions  of  such

environments. His photographs screen grabs moments allowing for reflection by viewers, but also

capturing the self-reflection of individuals while they perform their daily activities and interact with

other humans according to the challenges set by the environments they live in. Thus, Rose seeks to

disclose how the very threads of humanity is woven into the places we move through or live in. He

uses words, photography and painting to explore these intersections. 

Project statement

Eureka!  explores  concepts  of  humanity  and  exploitation-  a  globally  relevant  theme.  It  delves

metaphorically  into  mining  as  a  metallurgical  process  for  de-humanisation.  The  stripping  and

exploitative process of mining is shadowed in the plight of the activities. The exhibition comments on

the  de-humanisation  process  that  results  from the  mining.  The  constructs  have  an  underpinning

universality irrespective of their geographic context. 

Objectives 

 To explore  how the wave of  illegal  mining  in  Kimberley  mirrors  parallels  from its  past

mining history. 

 To explore the ‘stripping’ (mining) of the humanity of communities by monopoly (capital)

forces. 

 To reflect on the surfacing public health issues.

Proposed exhibition

A combination of paintings, drawings, animation, photographs and an installation is planned. 

Eureka! is part of a traveling exhibition which we envision starting at the  William Humphreys Art

Gallery in Kimberley and moving to the Johannes Stegmann Gallery in Bloemfontein, South Africa in

February 2020. The Johannes Stegmann Gallery is part of the University of the Free State’s art gallery

complex. We would then move it to the  University of the North-West Gallery, Potchestroom. The

exhibition will then move to Johannesburg and we hope to secure the  University of Johannesburg

Gallery. Then to the USA. 

The following table illustrates the proposed educational activities for exhibitions:

Proposed activity Target group Time

Opening General public September/ October 2019
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Walkabout by the artists 
following the opening

General public Immediately after the 
exhibition

Introduction to staff to 
conduct independent 
walkabouts of the exhibition 
for its duration

Gallery staff Following the walkabout 

Walkabout with school 
learners from the community 
the research was done in

Secondary school learners First three days following 
the opening

Walkabout with school 
learners from the community

Learners from schools from 
the area. Facilitated by 
WHAG staff. 

Ongoing during the 
exhibition. 

  

Artworks

Tjailatyd: At the end of a (dis)honest day's work (2017) is a photograph which challenges the view
that ‘illegal’ miners are guilty of doing illegal and thus dishonest work when in fact they are merely
trying to make ends meet. (Tjailatyd is a South African colloquialism meaning "time to finish up"
referring to finishing the daily duty and making ready to go home).
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Title: Carpet of dreams (2018)
Black and white analogue photograph

The photograph depicts an artisanal miner that sorts soil in the diamond tailings of the Northern 
Cape. The analogue black and white photography creates an ancient feel, suggesting timelessness of 
artisanal mining, because the issues artisanal miners have been struggling with, are not new. Miners 
in the nineteenth century dealt with similar social and occupational issues, thus these issues were 
already present after and before claims were occupied by mining companies.
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Zama Zama (2017) is a digital print depicting an illegal miner arduously sifting through tailings for
diamonds  in  the  Kimberley  area.  These so-called  illegal  miners  (called ‘Zama-Zamas’  in  IsuZulu)
resort to desperate and extremely dangerous measures in a plight to lift themselves from the poor
socio-economic circumstances they are trapped in. They are chastised by society, hounded by the
corporate mining industry;  and government policies and regulation delay addressing their plight.
Zama Zama is an ‘illegal miner’ arduously sifting the soil . His dust mask lined with the red soil has
long since failed to offer him protection from the toxic silica-rich soil. The mask serves as a metaphor
for a social system that is there, but offers no recourse for his predicament. The image captures the
rocking  movement  of  the  rudimentary  make-shift  mining  equipment.  Miners  are  highly  mobile
within society and frequently migrate between mining sites. The to-and-fro movement embodies the
migration of these miners as they move between “mining sites”, suggesting liquidity within social
structures. 
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Puppetmasters (2019) is an oil painting depicting the primitive but complex ‘rope and pulley’ system
used in the historic  Big Hole, the famous open pit diamond mine in Kimberley City, South Africa.
Claimed to be the deepest hole ever excavated by hand; this primitive technological system was
used to transport soil,  diamonds and enslaved workers up and down the hole. In a metaphorical
sense  the  ropes  comment  on  the  complexity,  the  anonymity  and  the  extensive  degree  of
manipulation in which the ‘haves’ controlled the ‘have nots’. The ropes allude to unseen puppet
masters manipulating the people caught in a historic system; resonating with modern-day capitalism
and liquidity.  
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Title: Mine (in Cadmium Red and Caput Mortuum)
Dimensions: 75 X 100cm
Medium: Faber Castel Drawing pencils (Cadmium Reds and Oranges and Caput Mortuums) on Arches

South  Africa  is  currently  battling  to  fathom  the  extent  of  state  capture,  meaning  the  gradual
capturing of state and public assets by private companies or other stakeholders through political
influence.  In a series of  drawings including this  one,  I  am exploring  some historic  state capture
projects, by referencing the Kimberley Hole, one of the deepest open mining pits dug by hand. By
drawing  in  colour  and  abstracting,  I  am  re-appropriating  black  and  white  photographs  of  the
diamond mine. In this work I have drawn with two colour; cadmium (orange, reds and yellows) and
caput  mortuum (light  brown and violet-brown).  In  studying the history of  the original  pigments
connected to the names of  these colours,  one realises that the cadmium in original  and not in
artificial form was extremely toxic, while  caput mortuum meant "useless substance", "dead head"
and "the ultimate culmination of decay'. In the similar sense, the English word "caput" which has a
different  root,  but  means  destroyed,  also  references  ruination.  By  doing  this,  I  am  making  a
correlation  between  historic  and  contemporary  capture  projects  by  commenting  on  how  toxic
systems  and  the  accompanying  human  greed  negatively  effects  human  life-worlds  and
environments.
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Title: The Big Hole and the boy 
2016-2017
Medium: Oil on canvas

The painting acts like a stage for an intro to a drama, because it is the first in a planned series of
works, which will eventually be used as scenes in a painting animation, The work deals with South
African emasculation and capitalist liquidity within historic and contemporary contexts. The painting
depicts a small boy drifting in the water. What looks like a gorge and a river, is actually the carved
overhangs delineating The Big Hole. The Hole is situated on the edge of Kimberley City, and is what
remains of apparently the world's largest open pit diamond mine dug by hand. The Hole's dammed-
up water contains toxic gasses and in the painting the water's dangerousness is presented through
reflective and transparent emerald-blue and dark viridian colours.  Kimberley City in the painting
glistens  like  diamonds  luring  treasure  seekers.  The  painted  water  in  the  metaphorical  sense,
suggests a  way towards the riches  that  a diamond mining  industry may provide.  The waterway
alludes  to  what  is  considered  principal  rivers  and  oceans,  e.g.  the  Acheron  river  (in  Dante's
Purgatory), the Greek River Styx, or the Indian Ocean (the coastal South African conditions viewed
through Xhosa myths), which are all liminal spaces signifying a demarcation between the living and
the dead. 
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Selected interesting media coverage of the illegal mining in Kimberley
 https://www.dfa.co.za/news/illegal-mining-still-a-concern-17138420   
 https://www.dfa.co.za/news/mining-giant-stealing-from-us-11391771    
 https://www.dfa.co.za/news/sheriff-must-evict-illegal-miners-11263661   
 https://www.dfa.co.za/news/illegal-miners-stand-their-ground-11089964   
 https://www.dfa.co.za/news/model-for-mining-17138419   

Contact details of artists
Janine Allen
Email: allenj@ufs.ac.za 
Cell: +27.82.821.4251
Website: http://freestateartcollective.co.za/artist.html?artistName=Janine%20Allen 

André Rose
Email: andrerose2000@yahoo.com 
Cell: +1.571.523.5119
Website: http://freestateartcollective.co.za/artist.html?artistName=André%20Rose 
IG: @yellow_pens 
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